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 MACROECONOMIC ANAL YSIS OF LEADING INTERWAR AUTHORITIESt

 Marriner S. Eccles, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board

 By L. DWIGHT ISRAELSEN*

 The inherent instability of capitalism
 may be corrected by conscious and de-
 liberate use of three compensatory in-
 struments, taxation, varying govern-
 mental expenditures, and monetary
 control. Marriner S. Eccles, 1935

 Yours was the only revolution on rec-
 ord that entered government by way of
 a central bank.

 John Kenneth Galbraith to
 Eccles, 1976

 On July 29, 1983, the Federal Reserve
 Building in Washington, D.C. was formally
 named in honor of Marriner S. Eccles, who
 served as Governor of the Fed, 1934-36,
 as Chairman of the Board of Governors,
 1936-48, and as member of the Board,
 1948-51. While Eccles was honored primar-
 ily for his struggle to maintain Federal Re-
 serve independence to conduct monetary
 policy, his role in introducing "compensa-
 tory" monetary and fiscal policies-modern
 macroeconomic stabilization policies-was
 undoubtedly of equal importance. In tracing
 the development of Eccles' macroeconomic
 philosophy, this study identifies him as one

 of the earliest American precursors to
 Keynes, and as the most important figure in
 the introduction of "Keynesian" economic
 policies in the United States.

 I. Changing Views

 We must acknowledge that progress
 comes only through toil, economy and
 thrift, and that these alone are the mo-
 tive power which creates the enduring
 structure. Eccles, 1925

 The matter of economy is negative, the
 matter of spending is positive, and we
 have been doing the negative thing
 rather than the positive. We have been
 preaching the negative doctrine.... Our
 depression was not brought about as a
 result of extravagance.... The diffi-
 culty is that we were not sufficiently
 extravagant as a nation. We did not
 consume what we were able to pro-
 duce. Eccles, 1932

 In February, 1933, the Finance Committee
 of the United States heard testimony on the
 causes and cures of the depression. While
 farmers argued for remonetization of silver
 as a means of recovery, and labor spokesmen
 suggested reduced hours and work weeks, the
 majority of the 46 prominent Americans who
 testified were of the opinion that the depres-
 sion represented the workings of natural eco-
 nomic law, a punishment for the "extrava-
 gance" of the 1920's, and that to interfere
 with the cycle of boom and bust was to
 invite disaster. Balancing the federal budget
 in order to "restore confidence" was seen as
 the only prudent course open to government,
 a policy reflected in the 1932 political cam-
 paign, in which both major parties advocated
 a balanced budget as the key to economic
 recovery. In an effort to reduce the deficit,

 tDiscussants: Raymond W. Goldsmith, Yale Univer-
 sity; Takafusa Nakamura, University of Tokyo.

 *Associate Professor of Economics, Utah State Uni-
 versity, Logan, UT 84321. I am indebted to personnel at
 the Special Collections Library, University of Utah, for
 assistance in working with Eccles' papers, the Marriner
 S. Eccles Collection (hereafter MSE). I also benefited
 greatly from conversation and correspondence with
 economists acquainted with Eccles and his work, par-
 ticularly Lauchlin Currie, Evsey D. Domar, Milton
 Friedman, John Kenneth Galbraith, Charles P. Kindle-
 berger, Richard A. Musgrave, and Herbert Stein, none
 of whom should be held responsible for my inferences
 and conclusions.
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 Congress had passed in 1932 what was to
 that point the largest tax increase in U.S.
 history. Toward the end of the hearing, Eccles
 was called to testify. Eccles, 43-years-old,
 was a successful Utah banker and industrial-
 ist, a "conservative Republican" whose for-
 mal schooling had ended after three years of
 high school, but whose business acumen had
 enabled him to bring his commercial and
 banking interests through the worst years of
 the depression relatively unscathed.

 In his testimony, Eccles identified the cause
 of the depression as an insufficiency of effec-
 tive demand, rather than punishment for past
 extravagances, loss of confidence, or workings
 of natural law. The cure, Eccles stated, was a
 restoration of sufficient spending to purchase
 the quantity of goods which it was possible
 to produce at full employment. Because the
 profit motive could be expected to lead in-
 dividuals, business, and financial institutions
 to make decisions which would further re-
 duce spending, hence income and employ-
 ment, the government, motivated not by
 profits, but by the welfare of the public, must
 compensate by spending more. "I see no way
 of correcting this situation except through

 Government action," Eccles declared (MSE,
 Senate Finance Committee, Investigations of
 Economic Problems, "Statement of M. S. Ec-
 cles, President First Security Corporation,
 Ogden, Utah," February 24, 1933, p. 712).
 He then proceeded to outline a five-point
 program of unemployment relief, public
 works, agricultural allotment, farm mortgage
 refinancing, and permanent settlement of in-
 terallied debts to deal with the immediate
 problems of the depression. He also pro-
 posed a plan for long-run economic stability
 that included unification of the banking
 system under the Federal Reserve and the
 creation of an agency to guarantee bank
 deposits; tax reform to achieve a more equi-
 table distribution of wealth and purchasing
 power; passage of national child labor,
 minimum wage, unemployment insurance,
 and old-age pension laws; federal agencies to
 approve all new capital issues offered to the
 public and all foreign financing, all means of
 transportation, and all means of communica-
 tion to insure their operation in the public
 interest; and a national planning board to
 coordinate public and private economic ac-

 tivities (see also pp. 712-33). Eccles' testi-
 mony was received by the Finance Commit-
 tee with a mixture of interest, skepticism,
 disbelief, and outright hostility. Three years
 later, a cover story in Time Magazine
 evaluated his 1933 proposals in the following
 terms: "Eccles laid before a Senate commit-
 tee a plan, which turned out to be nothing
 less than a detailed blueprint of the New
 Deal. Only one Eccles suggestion has not
 materialized-official cancellation of War
 Debts" (February 10, 1936, p. 60).

 Marriner Stoddard Eccles was the eldest
 son of the second wife of David Eccles,
 Utah's first native millionaire. David Eccles,
 who had been illiterate when he emigrated
 from Scotland to Utah at the age of fourteen,
 left an estate appraised at more than $7
 million when he died in 1912 (see Leonard
 Arrington, 1975). Marriner Eccles' success in
 consolidating and managing his father's
 estate has been documented in Eccles' auto-
 biography, edited by Sidney Hyman (1951).

 In addition to wealth, Eccles inherited from
 his father a set of beliefs about the proper
 roles of individuals and government in the
 functioning of the economic system. In the
 automatically functioning, self-adjusting,
 capitalist economy, the role of government
 should be limited to "maintaining con-
 fidence" through strict budget-balancing,
 while the greatest benefit would be received
 by those individuals who worked hard, prac-
 ticed strict economy, and invested prudently
 (Hyman, 1951, pp. 4-5,21,37,51). "We must
 acknowledge," Eccles told Utah bankers in
 1925, " that progress comes only through toil,
 economy and thrift, and that these alone are
 the motive power which creates the enduring
 structure" (MSE, written address, June 1925,
 p. 3). As the crash of 1929 deepened into
 prolonged depression, Eccles was forced to
 reevaluate his thinking. Early in 1931, he
 recalls, "I saw for the first time that though
 I'd been active in the world of finance and
 production for seventeen years and knew its
 techniques, I knew less than nothing about
 its economic and social effects. The discovery
 of my ignorance, however, did not by itself
 lead anywhere.... As an individual I felt
 myself helpless to do anything" (Hyman
 1951, pp. 54-55). Eccles had run aground on
 the shoals of macroeconomics.
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 The reformulation of his thinking was re-
 flected in his public addresses. In a speech to
 bankers in the spring of 1931, Eccles said,
 "The modern system by which society sup-
 plies its wants... is a wonderfully effective
 organization when in balance..., but if any-
 thing happens to throw it out of balance it is
 possible to have millions of people unable to
 buy the products of others because they can-
 not sell their own" (MSE, written address,
 March 26, 1931, pp. 5-6). Eccles had by this
 point rejected the idea of the automatic res-
 toration of economic prosperity through the
 workings of the invisible hand of narrow
 self-interest. He had discovered the fallacy of
 composition, and had concluded that "intel-
 ligent and courageous" open-market pur-
 chases by the Fed could have averted the
 drastic deflation which followed the crash.
 He had also concluded that underconsump-
 tion, not overproduction, was the basic cause
 of the depression (see also pp. 4-5, 7-8).

 During the period 1931-33, Eccles de-
 veloped and expanded the underconsump-
 tion theory, and by 1933 had arrived at the
 essential framework of Keynesian analysis
 and policy. The evolution in his thinking can
 be identified in his public addresses of 1932
 and 1933. In a 1932 speech, Eccles declared,
 "Our depression was not brought about as a
 result of extravagance.... The difficulty is
 that we were not sufficiently extravagant as a
 nation. We did not consume what we were
 able to produce" (MSE, written address, June
 17, 1932, pp. 2-3). Eccles mentioned the
 fallacy of composition problem and the futil-
 ity and perversity of government efforts to
 balance the budget, which could only lead to
 further unemployment. "Just to the extent
 that unemployment increases," said Eccles,
 "just to that extent are you going to find it
 more impossible to... balance any budget"
 (p. 4). Popular theories of causes of the de-
 pression were dismissed: "These are not acts
 of God, they are mistakes of man" (p. 6).
 Traditional theories of economic recovery
 were also discarded. "The theory of hard
 work and thrift as a means of pulling us out
 is unsound economically. True hard work
 means more production, but thrift and econ-
 omy mean less consumption.... Now for the
 solution to our problem," said Eccles, "How
 are you going to put these people back to

 work? There is only one agency in my opin-
 ion that can turn the cycle upward and that
 is the Government. ... [T]he Government, if
 it is worthy of the support... of its citizens,
 must so regulate, through its power of taxa-
 tion, through its power over the control of
 money and credit,...the economic structure
 so as to give men... the opportunity to work"
 (see pp. 5-6).

 Eccles had further refined his ideas by
 1933. On economic recovery through sponta-
 neous revival of investment, he said, "The
 assumption of spontaneous revival through
 new investment has always rested on the
 fallacious belief that people and banks will
 not indefinitely hold money in idleness"
 (MSE, written address, October 27, 1933,
 p. 3). On the notion that a shortage of cur-
 rency in circulation was prolonging the de-
 pression, Eccles stated, "There is no shortage
 of currency in circulation.... The need is not
 for more money, but for more spending" (see
 pp. 5, 2). To the view that recovery was
 dependent on the establishment of "sound
 money," Eccles commented,

 For the past two years or more we have
 had the painfully sound dollar mea-
 sured by its purchasing power in terms
 of goods and services. The sounder it
 got the further prices fell and the more
 unemployment increased. Had the
 policy of economy and budget balanc-
 ing on the part of the Government
 continued, it would have soon been so
 sound that all of our credit institutions
 would have been closed, there would
 have been no bank money and all of
 the people would have been starving to
 death with an abundance of everything
 for everybody, or at least the willing-
 ness and power to produce it.

 [See pp. 10-11]

 Self-interest cannot be relied upon to create
 recovery, Eccles told the Finance Committee,
 since "if we leave our 'rugged individual' to
 follow his own interest under these condi-
 tions he does precisely the wrong thing"
 (MSE, Senate Finance Committee, Investi-
 gations, February 24, 1933, p. 719). The de-
 cline in spending and investment since 1929
 "could have been prevented by action of the
 Government which is the only agency which
 could continue spending money without re-
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 gard for profit.... Financial fuel is piled up
 -The Government, and not the bankers,
 must apply the torch. Motives of public
 welfare must lead us out of the present de-
 pression as greed and war have led the world
 out of past depressions," Eccles said (MSE,
 written address, October 27, 1933, pp. 2, 4).

 II. Compensatory Economics

 The government must be looked upon
 as a compensatory agency in this econ-
 omy to do just the opposite of what
 private business and individuals do. The
 latter are necessarily motivated by the
 desire for profit. The former must be
 motivated by social obligation.

 Eccles, 1936

 By the mid-1930's, Eccles' compensatory
 policy recommendations were based on a
 sophisticated macroeconomic analysis which
 covered the consumption function; the mul-
 tiplier; a distinction between the relative sizes
 of the government expenditure and transfer-
 tax multipliers; leakages and injections;
 causes of inflation; liquidity trap; velocity;
 the transmission mechanism of monetary in-
 fluences; the Phillips curve relationship; the
 relationships among wage increases, produc-
 tivity increases, and inflation; the role of
 inflationary and deflationary expectations;
 income and wealth distribution effects; the
 coordination of monetary, fiscal, and in-
 comes policies; and the interrelationships be-
 tween domestic stabilization policies and in-
 ternational movements of goods and capital.
 While he was not interested in the construc-
 tion of a formal model, all of the elements of
 Keynesian analysis, with the possible excep-
 tion of the accelerator, may be found in his
 speeches, letters, and memos.

 All policies which came under Eccles'
 scrutiny were examined for stabilization im-
 plications. As an example, Eccles felt that
 Social Security taxation should be delib-
 erately controlled in a countercyclical fash-
 ion, with increases in rates during booms and
 reductions during depressions. Taxation in
 general should be used mainly as a means of
 redistributing income from wealthy individu-
 als and corporations to low- and middle-class

 consumers who had, Eccles believed, higher
 marginal propensities to consume. He said in
 1933,

 The fundamental economic plans, when
 they are finally established, will of
 necessity center in the distribution of
 purchasing power and in the allocation
 of income between investment and ex-
 penditure.... They will involve relief of
 taxation that rests on the consumer...
 [and] the establishment of heavy in-
 come taxes especially in upper brack-
 ets. They will involve heavy taxation
 of undistributed corporate surplus, to
 force corporate income into dividends
 and taxes. [p. 7]

 A good summary statement on compensa-
 tory policy was delivered by Eccles in 1935,
 when he declared his hope that " the inherent
 instability of capitalism may be corrected
 by conscious and deliberate use of three
 compensatory instruments, taxation, varying
 governmental expenditures, and monetary
 control.... It should be evident by now," he
 said, " that simple maxims and rules of thumb
 are not sufficient" (MSE, written address,
 February 16, 1935, pp. 21-22).

 Eccles saw in the instability of capitalism
 the seeds of destruction; in compensatory
 policy he saw the mechanism of salvation.

 If we regard capitalism simply as a
 particular economic organization of
 society, our defense of, or attack on,
 that organization must be directed to-
 ward its effectiveness-its ability to
 satisfy in an adequate and equitable
 fashion the material needs of mankind.
 If it cannot be defended on these
 grounds it is doomed.... Private enter-
 prise today is on trial solely because it
 is not producing the goods it has the
 capacity to produce and because it is
 not providing a more equitable distri-
 bution of the goods it is producing.

 [pp. 2-3]

 The major threat to capitalism, Eccles be-
 lieved, lay in the creation of a large group of
 unemployed. "These people no longer have
 any stake in preserving our present economy.
 They have nothing to lose. And if this condi-
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 tion persists... neither you nor I will have
 anything to lose" (pp. 2-3). "You have got
 to take care of the unemployed," he told the
 Finance Committee, "or you are going to
 have a revolution in this country" (MSE,
 Finance Committee, February 24, 1933,

 p. 733).

 III. Influences

 My own viewpoint has sometimes been
 erroneously identified with that of Mr.
 Keynes, doubtless to his embarrass-
 ment. Eccles, 1939

 I know of no professors whose writings
 have influenced me. Eccles, 1949

 Eccles' contention that he arrived at his
 economic philosophy without having read
 Keynes (see Hyman, 1951, pp. 131-32) is
 accepted by his biographers (see Hyman,
 1976, p. 128; Dean May, 1981, pp. 53, 58-59;
 Herbert Stein, 1969, p. 148). He had, in fact,
 read something by Keynes, as he quoted
 Keynes in 1933 on the difficulty of gaining
 public acceptance of deficit spending except
 in wartime (MSE, written address, October
 27, 1933, p. 8). By this time, however, Eccles'
 ideas were already well-formulated, and he
 was actively searching for evidence and con-
 firmation, such as he had found in the writ-
 ings of Foster and Catchings (Hyman, 1976,
 pp. 93-94). With this minor exception, Ec-
 cles had apparently read nothing by Keynes
 before he came to Washington as Assistant
 to Treasury Secretary Morgenthau in 1934.
 His later exposure to Keynes' works was also
 limited. As Lauchlin Currie, Eccles' first and
 most important economic advisor recalls,
 "[Eccles] never read Keynes' General Theory
 and he accepted the Keynesian arguments,
 when I summarized them [in a written review
 prepared for Eccles in November 1936], as a
 matter of course. Nothing new!" (Currie to
 author, letter, August 24, 1983). Eccles
 claimed to be innocent of any academic in-
 fluences. "I know of no professors whose
 writings have influenced me," he stated in
 1949 (MSE, Eccles to William Merrill, let-
 ter, September 22, 1949). The use of the word
 " professors" is instructive, as Eccles went on
 to identify eight individuals with whom he

 worked at the Fed who might " have possibly
 had some influence on my thinking." Among
 those were some, Lauchlin Currie, Alvin
 Hansen, and Richard Musgrave, who had
 been and/or would be "professors." Mus-
 grave contends that "economists undoubt-
 edly influenced [Eccles'] thinking,...." His
 discussion of public debt in particular
 strongly reflects Hansen's position" (Mus-
 grave to author, letter, September 22, 1983).
 These influences apparently came through
 the working relationship, rather than through
 "academic" writings. Evsey Domar recalls
 that Eccles never came to the Federal Re-
 serve Seminar, which was established during
 the war with Keynes being the first speaker.
 "Somehow," Domar writes, "I have the im-
 pression that he did not care much for
 academic economists" (Domar to author,
 letter, July 6, 1983). Likewise, states Milton
 Friedman, "the academic world was not in-
 fluenced by Eccles" (Friedman to author,
 letter, July 22, 1983). The academic world,
 however, was very much aware of Eccles'
 analysis and policy, as is indicated by his
 correspondence with many prominent econo-
 mists. Irving Fisher, then Professor Emeritus
 at Yale, was one with whom Eccles had
 correspondence on several occasions. Al-
 though Fisher had written a very favorable
 three-part essay on Eccles' views in 1935
 (MSE, Irving Fisher, "The Mind of Mr.
 Eccles," 1935, ms.), Eccles did not always
 agree with Fisher's views. In 1938, for exam-
 ple, Eccles, in a draft reply for Franklin
 Delano Roosevelt's signature, pointed out
 the flaws in a plan strongly urged on the
 president by Fisher to bring about economic
 recovery by monetizing the float. In sub-
 mitting the draft, Eccles commented on such
 plans pressed on the president, and con-
 cluded, "I am returning also, with a sug-
 gested reply as you requested, the correspon-
 dence from Professor Irving Fisher, who is
 much more intelligent but certainly misled
 on this point" (MSE, Eccles to M. H. McIn-
 tyre, letter, June 2, 1938). "If he felt he was
 right," recalls Currie, "he was not in the
 slightest impressed by 'authority' to the con-
 trary" (Currie to author, letter, August 24,
 1983). This characteristic was evident in his
 belief, contrary to the opinions and advice of
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 his economists, that the war would be fol-
 lowed by inflation, not deflation.

 Quite aside from any influences from
 economists to which Eccles might have been
 subjected during the early 1930's or later, the
 fact remains that he came to a view of the
 workings of the macroeconomy which was
 practically unthinkable for one from his
 background. Eccles attributed the advanced
 nature of his thinking to the fact that he was
 a country banker and had not attended col-
 lege (Stein, p. 485, fn. 47). Currie's explana-
 tion is to suggest that " he was what in
 biology is called a mutation!" (Currie
 to author, letter, August 24, 1983). Perhaps
 Eccles' Mormon background preconditioned
 him to see a role for government in economic
 planning and a stabilization. Mormon eco-
 nomic policy during the nineteenth century
 was characterized by strong central direction
 and control, and Mormon economic institu-
 tions blended principles of self-reliance and
 cooperation.

 Whatever the explanation for the evolu-
 tion of Eccles' ideas on macroeconomic
 policy, his was a remarkable intellectual
 accomplishment, and one which has had last-
 ing impact. Musgrave, Eccles' personal as-
 sistant from 1944 to 1948, considers Eccles
 as "a great figure in a crucial period of our
 history... an extraordinary figure, with a great
 deal of insight and courage. ... It is easy,"
 writes Musgrave, " to belittle theoretical
 qualities in a man of action such as Eccles;
 yet which academic, other than Keynes, was
 as important in implementing a modern view
 of macro policy into actual policy measures?"
 (Musgrave to author, letter, September 22,
 1983). Friedman does not exempt even
 Keynes from the assessment when he states,

 "I believe [Eccles] played a far greater role in
 the development of what came later to be
 called Keynesian policies than did Keynes or
 any of his disciples" (Friedman to author,
 letter, July 22, 1983).

 Eccles was a paradox: a developer of eco-
 nomic theories who expressed an intense dis-
 like of "theory" and categorically denied
 being an economist; a "conservative Repub-
 lican businessman-banker" who served a
 Democratic president and delighted in point-
 ing out logical flaws and backwardness in
 the thinking of bankers and businessmen;
 and a defender of the free-enterprise market
 economy who believed that only signifi-
 cant government intervention in the econ-
 omy could save the system.
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